Find books they’ll care about

Do your students see themselves in books? Books in which students’ cultures are represented (mirrors) give them a sense of belonging. What about books to provide students with windows into others’ experiences, to help them develop empathy? NoveList provides unique appeal factors, lists, and read-alikes as access points to help students find books they’ll care about.

Guiding reluctant readers

How do you help students who haven’t yet found the right book that they want to read? Lexile® measures and Accelerated Reader information guide reluctant readers by first helping you find books at an appropriate reading level. It’s easy to combine levels with NoveList’s unique appeal terms, themes, and genre headings to uncover books potential readers didn’t know they wanted!

Learn more: www.ebscohost.com/novelist
Want to get started matching your students to their next favorite book? NoveList provides a variety of access points:

- **Read-alikes**
  Crafted by experts, NoveList recommendations let you know why a book is being recommended.

- **Appeal terms**
  Think own voices, a spunky character, or an upbeat tone – appeal terms help readers decide whether or not a book is their style.

- **Themes**
  Perfect for those students who seek familiarity, themes are recurring plot elements that students love (think immigrant experience or starting school).

- **Reading level information**
  Help students by pinpointing the perfect book at an appropriate level.

- **Recommended Reads lists**
  Curated by librarians, students can find books by genre or subject — fast! They can also find books with characters just like them or ones they’d like to know more about. Print and share your favorites!

- **Series information**
  Students love series! In NoveList, it’s easy to quickly see whether a book is a part of a series and what number it is.

- **Genre browse**
  Found right on the home page, NoveList’s genre browse, populated with book jackets, makes it fun for students to spot the perfect book for them.

---

**Which version?**

NoveList Plus covers readers of all ages and includes both nonfiction and fiction titles as well as audiobooks, while NoveList K-8 Plus focuses on readers in Kindergarten through eighth grade.

Learn more: www.ebscohost.com/novelist